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Thisrepo~expres~s-the" o~nionsoftheauthor-or-authors and do~snotneo .
essarily reflect theopinions orviewsoftheLosAlamos Scientific Iab"ratory. . In (r,Q) spherical geometry we measure distance, r, from the origin and emgle, Q, from a pole through the origin. We choose this to be the south pole so that in our rectangular picture plots increasing Q is drawn from the bottom to the top of the page. In this gecsnetry., we write the transport divergence operator as2
In this equatioqQ is a unit vector in the direction of particle motion and p, q, end < are direction cosines such that (2) and .uis an azimuthal angle about the direction Q such that~2 )*co~T l=(l- 
13)
If negativefluxesarisefrom this assumption, we use the set-flux-to-zero-s.nd-correct algorithm.
c. ProgressionThrough the Angular Mesh
In our initial attempts to solve (5] we found that, when O was greater than one-quarter revolution (systems larger than ahemiaphere), our normal recursion progressionwas unstable. The &lrect cause of this difflcul.ty is the appearance of terms like Bj++ -'j-?!' in the numerator and denominator of our solution of (5) for N. For systems larger than a hefi@ereJ Bj+* -Bj-* is negative, whereas all.other coefficients in the recursion for N are always positive. The difficulty lay in our progression from most negative q to most positive q in analogy to our usual progression on p from most negative to most positive values. This p progression is based on the fact that a particle entering a sphere and streaming through the sphere has a constantly increasing p cosine. To see this we write (4) in terms
Writing this operator as a total derivative with respect to the distance, s, in the direction Q gives 
as the characteristicequations of particle motion.
These chixracteristics are plotted in Fig. 1 .
Our customary procedure for (r)V) progression is to set the outer boundary condition at r = a for negative (incoming)V values. We then move to the This procedure is stable, and we obtain the same results for a homogeneous sphere if we represent it by ()<Q<n/2orbyn/2<9 Cn.
The above procedure is compl%cate~but because of the organization of TWOTRAN we were able to implement it by duplicating the sweep segments of subroutine INNER, using a trigger to tell us whether we are computing at 9 values greater or less than Tr/2.
Details of the SII@.ar progression are given in the next section.
D. Treatment of Angular Streaming Terms
Moving through the angular mesh in a two dimensional sphere, we must treat terms in both N Mt+ and Nt+~Even after selecting a stable progression through the mesh, we found that our fir8t trealisent of this angular streaming term was unsatisfactory. When we calculated homogeneous sphere~we found that our solution,which should have been independentof 0, still showed O variation. This variation was the more rapid, the more rapid the r variation of the solution. The difficulty was traced to our treatment of angle-toangle couplings. Because our present solution is not the most efficient,we describe both treatments.
1.
Original (Incorrect)Frocedure. In Fig.   2 we show the details of our original angular progression in the case of a standard S6 qUSd.ratWe t qu)
El-*'4-0- This, for sysssetry, would require point 2 to feed pofit 1. In fact, we were able to show by hand computation for a simple system that the arrangement of Fig. 2 would not allow a flux independent of 9 without additional coupling. With the arrangement shown in Fig. 2 , we found that the ab/Zl.u term in (4) didnotvanlsh.
Because the coefficient of this term involves Q, our solution retained a 0 depend-
ModifiedFrocedure. Ourhandcomputations ence. We accomplishedthi.sin a simple manner by using a different point arrangement on the unit sphere. Our angular integrals are given by 'Any full sphere computationwill require top boundary condition (Q = n reflective which will require iteration anyway. using more directions, this scheme is simpler to index and does allow 9 independent solutions when physically the solution should be 9 independent.
In this schemq the information transfer in e=h row (column) isthessme. We believe that a point arrangement as in Fig The integral calculated for energy group g is
where rs is the outer radius of the system, and b+ 6 is the sdjoint flux at the surface of the sphere at the angle Q in the direction defined by I.Io and qo. Y(I'r,im+l) Last title card. This is a vector 12 words in length used for the title of the plot routines.
The words are A6 in format.
NS pointer for the flux block for the first group. The flux block contains the three-dimensional flux array as well as boundary arrays stored consecutively.
Length of the flux block for a group.
Length of the three-dimensionalflux array.
ECS pointer for the cross section and Q-source block for the first group. The cross section and Q-source block contains the cross section array, the adjoint absorption vector (when problem is sdjoint), the spatial total cross section matrix, and the various Q sources.
Length of the cross section and Q-source block for a group.
Combined length of the cross section array and the edjoint absorption vector for a group.
Combined length of the cross section array, the adjoint absorption vector and the total cross section array, CTOT(IT,JT), for a group.
Length of the cross section matrix for a group (excluding the adjoint cross sections, and the C'!?C?! array).
Length of the Q-source block.
Used to locate the total cross section array, CTOT, in the ECS cross section and source block.
Used to locate the Q-source block in the ECS cross section and source block.
ECS pointer for the flow block for the first group. The flow block contains the coarse-mesh partial-currentsmatrices for the upward, downward, rightward, and leftward directions.
Length of the flow block for a group.
ECS pointer for the source to the group block. This is the source to the group calcul.atedby OUTER and used in INNER.
Length of the source to the group block.
ECS pointer for the next block to be assigned.
Plot type and plot stor~e indicator. -1/0/1 = no plot/plot/plot storage error. An error indication is given ff temporary storage required for plot exceeds the core available.
Core pointer of fine radial mesh for plot.
Core pointer of fine axial mesh for plot.
Core pointer of first temporary block for plot. The length of this block is the maximum of the total.number of fine rmlial mesh intervals, the total.number of fine axial mesh intervals, or 21. Core pointer of second temporary block for plot. The length of this block is the sane as that of the first temporary plot block.
Core pointer of third temporary block for plot. The length of this block is the ssme as that of the first tempor~plot block.
Core pointer of the fourth temporary block for plot. The length of the block is the same as that of the first temporary block.
Core pointer of scalar-fluxblock for plot.
Accumulated problem running time.
Group number of restart dump.
Length of A data block. Used to return the A vector to core in a restart. Pe.remeters that define options are set in program RTSECS.
Conteots~d Remarks
Overlay file name. File nsaneis given in a hollerith form end is not entered into the file name table of the program card. This name must be the same as that of the overlay specification card.
Recall overlay indicator. When the overlay is ti core, it will be recalled fran the overlay file only if the indicator is set properly (0/6=ALL. no/yes).
Unused. This is a vector of four words which is unused.
Length of the current-tijuatedmain data block. Used in core~us~ent.
Current-adjustedfield length of the problem. Used in core ad.justient.
Maximum length of the main data block. Used in core adjustment. Length of the common block called A.
Maximum field length of core. Used in core Uljustment.
Core adjustment indicator. (0/1. no/yes). Muatbe zero in overlay version of TIKYl!RAN SPHERE.
Length of the canmon parameter block IA.
Number of IZS blocks requested for the problem. Each block i8 ec@L tO 51.2words. 'J!his iS initia.Uy set in program RTSECS to the number of blocks requested on the job card.
Reduce ECS storage indicator. (0/1 = no/yes). If more than one case is tobe run and the indicator is on, the cases must be in order of decreasing EXS size.
Length of the named connnon block called lWBGN1.
Length of the named ccmnon block cdlad FWSGN2.
Length of the named ccmmwn block called IOCAL.
Length of the permanent file ccxmnon block. This block is the first of the blank common blocks (NINP, .... NSCRAT).
Retained for canpatibilityonly.
Retained for compatibilityonly.
Retained for compatibilityonly. Retained for compatibilityonly.
Initial MS pointer for block assignment. The first ECS block of a problem wil.1be given this pointer and the other blocks will be assigned consecutive locations. This number is usually one.
File unit number for SC-@.320 plot film output. Number of contour lines desired in the plot. This must be less than 51.
Mode error information. This is the mode error by-pass vector of two words.
contains the transfer sddress to be taken in the event of a mode error. The time of a mode error will be fi3J.ed with the error information. overlay to overlay for a problem
L4sT
Storage length requ-i.red by the problem. This is a temporary value.
MCR
Number of nuclides requested from cards.
KrP
Number of nuclides requested from library.
IJfl'P The core pointer for the library ID request table.
IERRST Storage-errorindicator. Total.storage length to be cleared. This is a temporary storage.
Ille unit number upon which to place edit input information.
Edit information. This is a vector of two words that contains the edit values of NZ and NORMZ. File unit number of'a scratch file. A. Job Title Card8
The user begins by indicating on a card in an 16 formatthe numberof title or Job description cards he wants to use. He then enters the descriptive material.on these cards which are read with a 1.2A6 format.
B. Input of Control Numbers
On cards 1 through 3, the user enters the following control integers which are read in a1216
format.
Number of lime of Word on Card
Variable Comnents 
Total number of materials (cross section blocks including anisotropic cross sections) in the prob'lem. 
NORM
3 POD~A
Eigenvalue guess. It is satisfactoryto enter WA
Convergence precision. 
Input ofRemaini ng Data
With the exception of the cross sections, most of the following data are read by the speciel formats discussed in Ref. 1 . We denote these f0~att3 by S(I) for integers and S(E) for floati~-&nt numbers. -. 
IGM

Ms
Numbers identifyingcross section block being mixed. SeeRef.
Do not enter ifMS = O.
Numbers controlling cross section mixture process. See Ref. Integer defining number of edits to be performed IEDOPT >0 a" Integer defining number of microscopic activities to be ccm-
MIXCOM(MS)
S(I) Ms
MIKDEN(KS) XM(m)
S ( 
MICID(MN)
S
